Introduction
At ilia present time NASA is developing a reusable Space Shuttle (SS) that will carry po-'iads to low Eardi orbit, For missions beyond low Earth orbit the SS will carry In its cargo bay (In addition to ilia payload) a propulsive stage that will be deployed in low Earth orbit and will deliver the payload to Its required injection condl-
itons,
This propulsive stage may be expanded attar payload delivery, or it may be returned to a wafting SS for a flight back to Earth, Expandable stage performnnce can be analyzed with techniques developed for expandable launch vehicles and will not be discussed heroin.
respect to Initial conditions ore evaluated by perturbing ilia Initial conditions ono at a time, Integrating the state and ndjolnt equations, and observing Bic changes In final conditions.
Reusable Tug trajectories, Including nodal correction without perigee propulsion, have been Investigated
In reference 1, Ilia analysis presented herein extends ilia results of this reference by optimizing ilia 'rug total trip time and Introducing p^rigco propulsion, Total trip time is defined as ilia elapsed time from ilia start of the first outbound buts to return to ilia SS orbit for rendezvous, I••or perigee propulsion the continuous outbound bun required to reach payload Injection conditions Is split Into two burns separated by an optimum coast time.
The presont analysis also Includes node regression of ilia SS orbit, Nodal regression Is caused by the Enrthta oblateness, which induces a rotation of ilia SS orbital plans of about 0.3 dog/hr about the polar axis. Since the Tug must return to ilia SS orbit and the SS does not have performance capability to substantially alter Its lino of nodes, ilia 'Rag is assumed to make all necessary nodal corrections for rendezvous.
As a sample case, payload capability is derived as a function of the declination of the outgoing asymptote with and without perigee propulsion for a typical cryogenic Tug configuration and an inner planet mission. A discussion of optimal trajectory profiles and SS launch time constraints is included.
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In this paper, the maximum performance capability of a reusable stags (Tug) Is derived for planetary missions. This is a complex mathematical optimization problem since the Tug 1s beyond Earth-escape energy at payload injection and must perform a relroburn to return to an Eartli orbit. Since this retrobum occurs far frem Earth, largo velocity losses are encountered, as will be discussed.
The mathematical optimization problem is formulated by using the Maximum Principle. State n id assoelated adjoint equations are numerically integrated to determine ilia Instantaneous position and velocity of the Tug. To obtain ilia maximum payload capability, vcriational final conditions are derived by using Clio Maximum Principle, and the two-point boundary value problem is solved by using a Newton-Raphson iteration technique. The required partial derivative of final conditions with
Analysis Trajectory Profiles and Assumptions
A trajectory profile for ilia perigee propulsion case Is illustrated In sketch (a). Tug and payload are doplayed In a low Earth orbit by ilia Space Shuttle (SS), The first outbound burn Is initiated at an optimal point along this orbit. The length of the burn Is determined curing ilia optimization process in solving the two-point boundary value problem. At the end of this burn an elliptic orbit is established with a relatively long period.
Tug and payload Con coast along this orbit to a point just before perigee, where a second outbound burn is performed that accelerates the payload to the given injection conditions. The time at which the second outbound burn starts is also determined during the optimization. Planetary Total trip time Is defined as the elapsed time from the start of the first outbound burn to return to the SS orbit for rendezvous. The retrobum is followed by a coast phase to the apogee of the intermediate orbit, where a small perigee correction burn is executed. This is followed by a coast phase to perigee and a final rendezvous burn.
The flight profile for the case without perigee propulsion is the same as just discussed with the exception that the first outbound burn continues until the given Injection conditions are satisfied and thus the coast in elliptic orbit and the second outbound burn are eliminated.
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2 OF 'Io obtam solutions to the two iMdnt boundary value problem and to simplify, the analvsis, a number of assumptions were made, Theme assumptions are discussed In the following paragra;.a:
(II The perigee correction and final circularization burns were assumed to be ideal Impulsive. This assumption was mach-to reduce the sensitivity and consequently Impro%v the convergence characteristics of the two-)>•.inl boundary value , problem. U the corresponding stale equations are stable, the adjoint equations will have unstable roots. since total trip time for the problem utidvr consideration Is of the order of I clay (based on the results of rt4. 1), errors Introduced in the numerical integration of slate and adjoint equations will be greatly amplified. These errors will affect the finite difference partial derivatives and consequently the convergence of the Newton-Itaphson Iteration. With this ussumplion, the problem Is numerically integrated only to the end of the retroburn, and the remaining portion of the trajectory is calculated In closed form (impulsively).
(2)A circular SS orbit Is assumed. This assumption is made to eliminate the constraint on the line of apsides.
For elliptic SS orbits the Tugs orbit at the end of final rendezvous burn, besides being In the same orbital plane, must have Its line of apsldes coincident with that of the SS orbit, l'sing a circular SS orbit removes this constraint, and rendezvous Is accomplished by small changes In total trip lime. The trio time has to be adjusted so that doe Tug ,wd SS will be at the same polut along the orbit at final rendezvous l,urn completion, (3)A spherical nonrotating F:arth model is used. This assumption is made to simplify the equations of motion and the adjoint equations, A nonsphe • rical F.arth model could be included with relatively little change in the analysis, As a result of this assumption the nodal precession of the Intermediate Tug orbits becomes zero, and the Tug corrects for SS orbit nodal precession only.
This gives somewhat conservative Tug performance si. ^c, if the Tug orbits were allowed to precess, the total nodal correction required of the Tug would be slightly reduced, and consequently payload capability would Increase, Nodal precession of the Tug orbits for the nominal mission is less than 0, 2 deg Mthout perigee propulsion and less than 0, .1 deg with perigee propulsion, as compared with an SS orbit nodal precession of approximately H deg. 
In this equation, T, N, o, and 7 are the adjoint variables associated with the problem. The constraint assoelated with the thrust direction Is also adjoined to 11 by y, from equation (7) equations that must be numerically Integrated In order to obtain a solution to the two-point boundary value problem.
Optimum thrust direction Is along the unit vector given by equation (13).
Traloctory Constraints
In Oils section, constraints on `he problem are dis- With these constra'nts the augmented Hamiltonian III) to be minimized can be written as follows:
whore m(b4) -m(a5) represents the payload weight dropped during the coast phase, which Is to be =: dmized; and III are Hamiltontans during the two outbound burns, the live coast phases, and the retroburn.
Constraints of
Aro adjoined to 11' by using arbitrary orb.
multipliers Cl . Auxiliary variational boundary ca 
(17.6) Equations (17.1) and (17.2) contain six equations and five Ti(a3 ) =Tt(b2) (17.7) arbitrary constants. Therefore, there is a variational condition that the Initial multipliers must satisfy . , max-µ(a3) = µ(b2) (17.8) Imize payload. Equations (17, 3) to (17. 13) give the continuity of adjolnt variables at the end of the first and o(a3) = c(b2) (17.0) second outbound burros and at the beginning of the second outbound burn. These equations can be satisfied directly T(a2) = T(b2) (17, 10) by setting the multipliers at the beginning of these phases equal to the corresponding multipliers at the end of the S(a l) = C(b3) (17.11) previous phase. Multipliers at the end of the payloadseparation coast are discontinuous, as shown by eora- out to be Identically zero; therefore, C Is a co, motion.
The variational condition at departure from the Inltlnl orbit may now be computed as follows. Compute dto C vector at a l giving
From this equation Cho vdrlatlonal final condition Is obtained by tatting the scalar product with It(a l), giving
Evaluation of Discontinuity in Slate Variabloo at End of Paylond-Separation Coast Phase
To evaluate the discontinuity In X and ) at time a0, two arbitrary constants (c20 and 621) must be oval- Title procedure will result In
Since C Is constant during each phase
Using equations (17.10) and (17.26) yields To determine the discontinuity In C and p, 620 must be evaluated. This may be done as follows, From equa-
and
From equations (28) and (17.18) the following equation Is obtained:
Since o = 0 on a coast phaeo (a= corstant), equations 
m(b3)
Now 7,(a0) may be substituted from equation (27) and the resulting equation solved for E20, giving
Choice of + or -sign can be determined as follows.
Assume the payload is zero, that Is, m(ab) = -(b3). Also if the decUnntlon IS not specified, equation (20) 
If the Tug has a constant flow rate, T(b2) is equal to zero and 4 need not be numerically integrated,
Initial and Final Conditions
The inlV . adjolnt variables are unknown mid must be guessed at in solving the two-point boundary value problem. As was shown in reference 4, multipliers T and µ can be computed from physically more meaningful parameters, such as the vehicle pitch attitude y4, pitch rate ^, yaw attitude b, yaw rate d, and a(al) and i(al The two-point; boundary value problem Is solved by using a Newton-Raphson numerical iteration technique. The iteration Is terminated when the percent of predicted payload change and the absolute value of the normalized final conditions are loss than 10-0.
Results and Discussion
The method mid equations derived In the previous sections were applied to a typical cryogenic Tug config- Tug and payload to assumed to be fixed to remain within SS payload capability. To satisfy title constraint, TuT propellant load must be varied with payload weight to maintain this Initial Wright, Engine thrust corresponds to the RL-10 c ghto currently In nee on the Centaur cryogenic upper stage, but engine specific Impulse represents it oriented version of the same engine. To account for losses and flight performance reserves, eaghhe specific impulse Is reduced by 2 lorcenl.
The sample ease selected (table to Is It Is also shown In reference 1 that there a:o two solutions for each declination and that the payload curves are symmetric nbout a 00 declination, Therefore, the data presented heroin are restricted to positive declinations. Right ascension of the outgoing asymptote was not specified In the analysis, and consequently an 11optlnal pseudo right ascension I is generated for each DLA. Pseudo right ascension Is defined as the longitude of :ho projection of the outgoing asymptote in the equatorial piano measured from the Initial SS orbital ascending node. Right ascension may be computed by adding the pseudo right ascension to the longitude of the SS orbital ascending node measured from the vernal equinox. Since the longitude of the SS orbital ascending node Is determined by SS launch time, any desired right ascenslon may be obtained by selecting the proper launch time.
Optimal pseudo right ascension Is presented In figure 1 for the case without porlgoo propulsion, To dlstinguish between the two solutions on all figural, a solid and a dashed line are used. The solution given by the dashed Line will be referred to as solution 1, and the one given by tie solid lino as solution 2. In the region of G GINA I PAGE IS "r' POOR QUALITY single solutions, where DLA exceeds SS orbital Inclination, n solid line Is used, Nato that for 0 0 DI.A, the cur, going nri,Iplotos associated with the two solutlenn point In tippet r o directions, As DLA In Increased the outgoing asymptotes move cloned together until the two colutiona degenerate Into a single solution, At this point the outgoing asymptote has it pseudo right ascension of approximately 000, For DLAI s beyond die SS orbital Inclination, the pseudo right ascension remains nearly constant
The Tug departure point fr(. •: the Initial SS orbit was determined during the optimization, and the results are presented In figure 2 . Departure arguments of latitude of die two solutions arc also 180 0 apart for 00 DLA and converge to about 2600 as the DLA approaches the SS orbital Inclination, Optimum total tell) time (the time from Tug departure from the initial SS orbit to return to the rendezvous orbit) Is given In figure 3. Total trip limes for the two solutions are nenrly the same and decrease from approximately 20 to 21.6 he as DLA to Increased from 0 0 to 300. Total trip time varies Inversely with the duration or the retroburn, The shorter the retroburn, Ute more elliptic the return orbit, and consequently the total trip time Increases. Velocity loss during retroburn In proportlonal to the burn time, Therefore, as total trip time Is increased, the velocity loss during retroburn decreases. However, the nodal correction due to SS orbital precession will Increase with total trip time, which Increases the velocity loss to correct for r idal precession. Therefore, there is a balance between those two effects that determines the optimal trip time. Vnrlatlon In trip time 1s duo to changes In orultal geometry and associated nodal correction during outbound and retroburns. Tito shop increase in total trip time for DLA'a larger than ilia SS orbital Inclination can be explained when changes In orbital inalmallon during outbound burn are considered. It Is well known from orbital geometry that orbital inclination at Injection must be at least as large as the magnitude of the desired DLA, Therefore, largo Inclination changes are made during both outbound burn and retroburn for DLAI a larger than the SS orbital Inclination. Departure arguments of latitude for these cases are approximately 2600, =it outbound burn covers about it 00 0 are, Therefore, the complete burp occurs before nodal passage. Since orbital inclination must be increased, as was mentioned earlier and the line of nodes tends to move retrograde during the inclination change, It becomes easy to make large nodal changes during the oullownd burn. These nodal changes are in the same direction as the SS nodal precession, so longer trip times become optimum.
Nodal correction during the outbound burn and total nodal correction (during outbound burn and retroburn) are given in figure 4. Total nodal corrections for the two solutions tiro very clone and differ only because of Ilia slightly different trip times for ilia two solutions. However, ilia outbound nodal correction for one solution is largo and for ilia other It In small, Thin Is explained by ilia laeatioa of the outbound burn, For the tulle With largo nodal correction during outbound burn, the outbound hum starts near or after nodal passage ( fig. 2) . Since ilia outbound burn arc In approximately 00 0, the Tug burn continues through maximum latitude, which In no optimal region In which to change one line of nodes, For the case with small nodal correction during outbound burn, ilia burn generally takes place near Ole ascending nodal passage, whore It Is difficult to change ate node. Also note dint for largo DLA'a the total nodal correction Increases faster than the tidal change during ilia outbound burn; dint is, larger nodal changes are made dmr ing the ratroburn, This Is expected, since largo Inclination changes are being mado during this burn to return the Tug to the SS, and it becomes optimum to combine nodal correction with tbo Inclination change. I• 'igure 0 presents the inclination of ilia hyperbolic orbit containing lhu outgoing asymptote, 'Dtore Is a maximum inclination change during outbound burn of 1.1, 0 dog for DLAI a loss than ilia SS orbital Inclination. For tho .first solution (dashed Line) the outbound burn starts ahead of ilia ascending lino of nodes ( fig. 2) and ends past It. In Oils region It is difficult to change the line of nodes, told nodal change ( fig. 4 ) Is small. To move bhp node retrograde for these solutions, the orWill Inclination must be Increased, as shown In figure 0. For the second solution (solid line) the outbound burn starts past nodal passage ( fig. 2 ) and continues through maximum latitude, which is an optimal region ).a to change Ono node, Most of the nodal change is done during this burn (fig, 4) . Since ilia burn Is past Lilo node, orbital Inclination must be decreased to move the node retrograde ( fig. 6 ). As tie DLA approaches Oho SS orbital Inclination, ilia Inclination at Injection must be increased to meet ilia DLA requirements, and for the slnglo solutions ilia orbital Inclination is increased to coincide with ilia DLA.
Tug payload capability without perigee propulsion far ilia two solutions Is given In figure 0, The two solutions have nearly the same performance (maximum dtfforence, 20 kg out of 4700 kg), Payload capability decreases wlUh Increasing DLA. Tile decrease Is approximately 00 kg betwoen 00 and 000 DLA, For DLA's higher than 20 0 Ono payload decreases rapidly bemuse of Ilia largo Inclination chargos required, as discussed earlier.
Velocity losses encountered during outbound and Inbound trajectory portions are presented In figure 7 . Velocity loss Is defined as the difference between the velocity supplied by the Tug (based on the amount of propellent teed and the Ideal rocket equation) and the Ideal mission Impulsive velocity, Ideal mission impulsive velocity In defined an the velocity needed above circular-orbit velocity at it altitude In to reach a given energy, Total velocity loon gradually Increases with Increasing DLA for `ii.Ne loon than 300 An DI,A to Increased beyond 20 0, th i e velocity losses ncrease very rapidly, again because of lie largo Inclination changes being made. Note that the solutions given by the dashed line have larger total velocity lenses than the solutions given by to solid line, yet de payload for these solutions Is Idjohir (fig, 6 ), This apparent incongiully Is duo to rho unequal effect of velocity loan on payload during outbound and Inbound trajectory portions. The effect of ilia outbound velocity loon on pavaoad In almost twice ilia effect of the Inbound velocity lose, Therefore, for Du solutions given by the dashed line the payload Increase due to lower outbound velocity Issues In greater than ilia payload decrease duo to higher Inbound velocity losses when compared wtlh ilia solutions given by the solid lino.
The outbound velocity losses of figure 7 Indicate that large velocity losses are associated with lira finite thrust loved of the reusable Tug. These losses can he educed substantially by using the technique called"perfree propalsies, It With perigee propv hnion the outbound burn Is split into two separate burns, Tito first outbound burn puts ilia 'rug and payload Into an elliptic orbit. The Tug Is allowed to coast almost to the perigee of this orbit, where it second outbound burn takes place. The second outbound hum continues until the target conditions are satisfied. After payload Injcctton at the specified couldUses, ilia flight sequence Is the sane an that without perigee propulsion. Tito lengths of the first outbound burn mid die coast phase following It tiro optimized; tint to, they are selected to maximize payload. b:. figures Sand 0, the pseudo right ascension and the departure argument of latitude are given, respectively, as n function of DLA for the case with perigee propulsion. Those fiburas are very similar to those discussed for ilia case without perigee propulsion and will not be elaborated on furlliar.
Optimum total trip time Is presented in figure 10. For these cases the first solution has a shorter trip time (dashed line) than ilia second solution. The first solutions also have shorter first outbound burns, an shown in figure 11 , 'the Ilrst outbound burn varies with varying DLA from about 020 see to 740 see, an compared with the total outbound burn of approximately 13 00 sec for the non-perigee-propulsion case. The period of the elliptic orbit achieved at first outbound burn completion varies between 4 and 6 hr. The second outbound burn is initiated along this orbit at the optimum true anomalies given in figure 12, Tito total outbound nodal correction anti ilia Inellnallon of ilia hyporbolle orbit containing the outgoing anymptoto are prevented In flgureu 11 and 14, respectively, and are similar to those ivlllhout pongee propulsion. The larger difference In total required nodal correction between rho two solutions with porthea propulsion than between ilia two solutlona without perigee propulsion In caused by n lnrgor dlfferenco In total trip lime, Payload capability with perigee propulsion In given
In flguro 10. The maximum payload difference between ilia two solutions is about 100 kg out of about 0200 kg, Payload again drops off rapidly as D1A In Increased beyand 90 0, Velocity lossen with perlgeo propulsion are substantially lower than without perigoo propulsion, an seem by comparing figure 10 with figure 7, Thls results
In ilia Improved portormanco using perigee propulsion seen in figure 10, Milt a maximunh payload capability with perigee propulslon of 0100 kg had without perigee propulcion of 4700 kg, This shows that by using perigee propulsion ilia payload loss due to gravitational anti othor trajectory shaping offocis can be reduced by abom 40 percent, of course, doing so requires an additional bur a with Its associated startup and shutdown losses, as well an additional guidance requirements that must be considered In evaluating the advantages of perigee propulsion,
Summary mid Conclusions
Equations aro derived In this paper shat can bo used to maximize ilia payload capability of a reusable Tug at energies beyond Earth escape with and without the use of perigee propulsion, TIm analysis Includes correction for SS orbit nodal precession, while ilia total trip time (limo from Tug departure to return to ilia SS orbit) Is 
